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Once there was young man named DEAN. He came to DORION BIBLE 
CAMP and felt very HAPPY. DORION BIBLE CAMP was his very favourite 
place. One of his favourite activities was WRESTLING. Whenever he went 
WRESTLING, he was very HAPPY, but also a bit SILLY. 

One day as DEAN was WRESTLING some CAMPERS at DORION BIBLE 
CAMP, he heard a rustle in the woods. DEAN was very FRIGHTENED. It was a 
BEAR. "Oh no", he screamed. "BEARS in the woods! That doesn't make me feel
HAPPY. What shall I do?" The BEAR came closer to DEAN. He saw that he was 
WRESTLING CAMPERS and wanted one of them for lunch. "No," he told the 
BEAR. "These are the wonderful young CAMPERS of DORION BIBLE CAMP. 
You can't have them." But the furry creature came closer and DEAN grew even 
more FRIGHTENED.  

Suddenly he remembered that he had his handy dandy BASEBALL BAT 
which he kept with him all the time, just in case he was ever called on to teach 
Sports. Thinking of all the CAMPERS of DORION BIBLE CAMP who were in 
danger, DEAN mustered his courage and grabbed the BEAR and shoved his
BASEBALL BAT down its throat.  But the BEAR just bit the BASEBALL BAT in 
two and grabbed DEAN by the throat. Just then JULIA came by and saw that 
DEAN was in big trouble. She grabbed the BEAR and lifted him up above her 
head. Now the BEAR was FRIGHTENED.  "Wait a minute.  Wait a minute." said
JACK THE NARRATOR.  "This is SILLY.  JULIA can't rescue DEAN from a 
BEAR." "Go away, JACK," said DEAN. "JULIA can rescue me, if she wants to. 
It's better than getting eaten." "No, I won't go." said JACK. "This is too SILLY." 

Then JULIA dropped the BEAR on top of JACK. Then the BEAR ate 
JACK. Then JULIA ate the BEAR.  "Stop!" screamed JACK from inside the 
BEAR inside JULIA.  "This is really SILLY." Then the counsellor formerly known 
as Logan appeared and said, "FLOON". Then he said it again: FLOON.  And 
again: FLOON. Nobody really knows why but it doesn't matter because all the 
CAMPERS at DORION BIBLE CAMP and DEAN and JULIA agree that this is a 
SILLY story.


